
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country: South Korea 

 

Languages: English, Korean, a little bit of French  

 

Personal Description: I am energetic and adventurous. I’m willing to throw myself into 

new challenges and environments. I believe every experience counts and life is always 

about learning from mistakes. I’m interested in human rights, film making and arts. I 

am a member of rowing team at university, therefore I do various kinds of sports 

(hiking, swimming, running, cycling etc..) to stay fit but I’m not good at any of them. 

(lol)  

 

 

Hobbies: Film making, discovering new places and rowing. I have been learning flower 

arrangement lately.  

 

Favourite Music and Movies: 

<Music> 

Coldplay, Lily Allen, Damien Rice, Adele 

 

<Movies>  

I LOVE movies.. but to pick a few,  

Misunderstood, Any Day Now, Attilla Marcel, Before Series (Before Sunrise, Before 

Sunset, Before Midnight), Girl Interrupted, One Day, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, 

Moonrise Kingdom, Take this Waltz, Carnage, The Sessions and the Motorcycle Diaries, 

Crazy Stupid Love  

 

The craziest thing I've done in my life: My life is full of random, crazy, impulsive 

actions and choices.. I think it’s what makes my life so interesting. So it’s hard to point 

out one specific event.  

 

Things I like: A long, inspiring conversation about life and people. A beautiful movie 

filled with insight about life. A new place where I could explore and meet new people.  

 

Things I don't like: I’m sometimes picky about food. I don’t like coffee-flavored candy 

and orange-flavored candy. They taste too artificial.. I don’t drink coffee that much 



because my mouth would get all dried up.. But I like taking adventures and trying out 

new foods. I tried eating frog legs in China and curry with my hands in Indonesia. I’m 

hoping that new food adventures await in Europe!  

What I expect from host family: First of all, I’m very thankful that they are willing to 

provide me an accomodation and I hope that we could get along well and have good 

conversations and fun time.   

 

Life Motto: Sin pausa, sin priso. Free your spirit. Young blood, old souls, open hearts, 

free minds. A dream you dream alone is only a dream, a dream you dream together is 

reality.  


